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Holland High Tech M&A
Analysis of transactions shows a powerful sector with
highly valued international deals driven by strong
technology.

Growth

Introduction

The world of
technology, media and
telecommunications
High Tech is one of the key economic sectors or “top
(TMT) never stands
sector” as defined by the Dutch government. In this
publication, we take a look at what is happening in
still. And neither do the
terms of Merger & Acquisition (M&A) in the Holland High businesses within it.
Tech Top-sector. Important drivers for transactions are
acquiring key technologies, general consolidation and But with rapid change
supply chain consolidation.
comes opportunity.
Nick Page - Partner at
Grant Thornton UK,
Industry leader, TMT; Head of Media

We have selected 17 relevant M&A transactions in the Dutch
high-tech sector in 2017 to date. These were deals where the
target or seller produced high tech equipment or machines
and the target, buyer or seller was Dutch. Some noteworthy
transactions were:
• Scyfer: acquired by Qualcomm for the expertise in
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and with strong roots in the
Amsterdam Science Park
• Pneutec: acquired by Aalberts Industries to
consolidate their position as a TIER 1 supplier to ASML
• Vanderlande: acquired by Toyota to enhance their
position in logistics automation.
As M&A consultants we are obviously very curious about the
financials behind these transactions. Unfortunately, for very
few transactions, financial information or a transaction sum
is disclosed. Based on information from listed technology
companies in the Netherlands we expect tech companies to
be sold at around 1.7 times revenue, 11.5 times EBITDA and
14.9 times EBIT. These figures are in line with the figures for
transactions where financials were disclosed.
International Transactions show that less is paid than we would
expect based on the listed companies in the Netherlands. These
transactions also show that there are significant differences
between transactions as there are major differences between
companies. A possible explanation for the higher value of listed
technology companies in the Netherlands may well be the
strength of their technology and strong prospects.
M&A transactions in the technology sector bring about specific
challenges, especially when it comes to finding the right target
or buyer, translating the technology into a business case and
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dealing with intellectual property and R&D. To read more about
M&A in the Dutch high-tech sector, our experience with buying
and selling technology companies and how we can support
your company, click the link below to read the full article.
We see the power of the Dutch high-tech sector reflected in the
M&A transactions we have analysed. Dutch companies attract
the interest of international companies and they themselves
acquire companies in the global arena. Most transactions
are driven by acquiring a core technology or Supply Chain
Consolidation. Companies like ASML and Philips operate at
the forefront of technological development. Consequently,
their suppliers need to consolidate in order to be able to
keep up with the constantly changing needs of their clients,
the OEM’s. Furthermore, our data and experience indicates
Dutch companies demand high valuations compared to their
international industry peers.

Evert Everaarts
T +31 (0)88 676 97 22
E evert.everaarts@nl.gt.com

Wouter Wolzak
T +31 (0)88 676 98 09
E wouter.wolzak@nl.gt.com

What is driving transactions?

Technology is one of the largest sectors for M&A transactions
globally. The Netherlands has a very strong position in high tech
equipment and High Tech is promoted as one of the top-sectors
by the Dutch government. This publication analyzes the M&A
transactions in the high-tech sector involving Dutch companies
and is guided by the questions of what transactions we have
seen thus far in 2017, what is driving those transactions, what is
paid for Dutch Tech companies and which specific challenges
arise in M&A transactions.

2. Supply chain consolidation

M&A is an important instrument for technology companies to
keep up with market demands. Trends like Artificial Intelligence,
Internet of Things, Big Data and additive manufacturing/3D
printing, push tech companies to innovate. This market pressure
ultimately drives M&A transactions. Our data indicates that the
three most common motivations for M&A in the Dutch tech sector
are: acquiring core technologies, supply chain consolidation and
general consolidation to deal with the increased cost of R&D.
Let’s look into these motivations in more detail.

The result is consolidation in the supply chain of technical
equipment. Target companies often find themselves too small
to compete for a seat at the table with the OEM manufacturers
while buyers want to enhance their scale and capabilities to
qualify for a position as a strategic supplier.

1. Acquiring core technologies
Developing technology can be a painstakingly long, expensive
and difficult process. Large companies frequently acquire
start-ups or smaller companies to speed up their technological
development.
The boldest key-technology acquisition in the Netherlands -at
least by size- was the acquisition of Cymer by ASML in 2013.
ASML acquired the American company for $ 2.7 bn. The aim
of this acquisition was to get a closer grip on the development
of Cymer’s extreme ultraviolet light source that is crucial for
ASML’s next generation EUV lithography machines.
Another example of an acquisition motivated by the technology
of the target was the acquisition of Innoluce by Infineon
in October 2016. Innoluce is a spin-off from Royal Philips
that develops micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS)
scanning modules. These types of modules are frequently
used in automotive light detection systems and therefore a
relevant technology for Infineon, that has a strong position in
semiconductors for the automotive industry.

Original Equipment Manufacturers (“OEM”) like ASML, FEI and
Philips want their TIER 1 suppliers to have sufficient scale to
be a partner in R&D and product development and to be able
to easily handle the size of their orders. A company like ASML
has specifically mentioned they want their suppliers to behave
more like OEM, taking complete responsibility for certain parts
of the end product.

An example of such a transaction was the acquisition of Norma
by the NTS-Group in July 2016. NTS-Group is one of the
strategic TIER 1 suppliers to ASML, and wanted to strengthen
their expertise on extreme high precision (precision of less
than one-thousandth of a millimeter) equipment. Norma, on
the other hand had the technology, but lacked scale. The
transaction created a high-tech equipment company with
around EUR 210 million in revenues.

3. General consolidation
General consolidation shares some characteristics with supply
chain consolidation – in both cases companies are looking
to increase scale -, but the underlying motivation is different.
In the case of supply chain consolidation, the rationale is to
meet the demand of OEM manufacturers for less and larger
suppliers. In deals motivated by general consolidation the main
rationale is to realize economies of scale to meet the increased
cost of especially R&D and equipment.
An example is semiconductor company NXP. First they acquired
Freescale for $12 bn and now the company finds itself on
the menu of Qualcomm for $38 bn. We expect this to be an
important trend going forward. We have identified several
companies who lack the scale to keep up with the required
investments in the technology sector.
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High-tech transactions in the
Netherlands in 2017 to date
We have identified 17 transactions that took place in the first
eight months of 2017 in the Dutch high-tech sector. Our first
criterion was that the target or buyer produced equipment
that can be considered as technological equipment (including
semiconductors) or a key component of technological
equipment. We did not include companies that primarily
developed software or were distributors. The second criterion
was that either the target, the seller or the buyer has activities
in the Netherlands. This means we excluded transactions where
only a holding or SPV in the Netherlands was used to structure
the transaction, while no substantial activities take place in the
Netherlands.

Our data indicates that among the 17 transactions the
leading motivation for the transaction is acquiring core
technologies. For six out of the 17 transactions getting hold of
a core technology has been the most important goal. Good
examples of such transactions are the acquisition of Scyfer
by Qualcomm to strengthen their position on AI and the
acquisition of Autonomos by TomTom to get specific technology
for autonomous driving. Acquiring core technologies is also
a key driver for fast growing Asian companies to acquire
European industry peers with well-established technologies,
like in the acquisition of Ferroxcube by Chilisin from China, in
January this year. Key technologies also play a secondary role
in some of the other transactions like the acquisition of Pneutec
by Aalberts or the acquisition of Vanderlande by Toyota which
was driven by general consolidation.

Target

Buyer

Scyfer B.V.

Qualcomm Technologies 16-8-2017

Scyfer develops AI for the manufacturing industry. Qualcomm acquired Scyfer
for its AI technology with the aim to incorporate AI in semiconductors and getting
an outpost at the Amsterdam Science Park.

TOCARDO
INTERNATIONAL BV

Tribute Resources Inc.
(TSXV:TRB)

3-8-2017

Canadian energy project developer acquired Tocardo. This Den Oever based
company develops a system for tidal energy.

Liteq BV

Kulicke and Soffa
Industries, Inc.
(NasdaqGS:KLIC)

6-7-2017

Kulicke and Soffa, the market leader in the field of semiconductor packaging has
acquired Liteq for its technoloy that allows for cheaper and more sophisticated
packaging.

Ferroxcube
Chilisin Electronics
International Holding Corp. (TSEC:2456)
B.V.

23-1-2017

Ferroxube (former part of Philips Components) was acquired by the Chinese
company Chilisin. Their motivation for this transaction is to obtain core
technologies to develop and innovate products to meet customers high-end
specifications.

RS Technics BV

Indutrade AB (publ)
(OM:INDT)

10-1-2017

RS Technics develops and manufactures customer-specific sensors for
measuring temperature, pressure and humidity (EUR ~2mln in revenues) . The
company is acquired by Indutrade form Sweden that sells and develops highttech components, systems and services (EUR 1,4 bln in revenues and 5,500
employees).

Autonomos

TomTom

18-1-2017

TomTom acquired the autonomous driving start-up with a smart stereo camera
and software solutions in order to strengthen its position in autonomous driving.

Source: CapitalIQ, Bedrijfswebsites
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Announced

Key-technology

Description

Supply chain consolidation
Another important motivation for M&A transactions in the Dutch
Tech sector is supply chain consolidation. For four out of the 17
identified transactions supply-chain consolidation was the key
driver.
Target

Buyer

Announced

Description

Pneutec B.V.

Aalberts Industries N.V. 18-7-2017
(ENXTAM:AALB)

Aalberts consolidated its position as a TIER 1 supplier to ASML by acquiring
Pneutec with a strong position in vacuum, pneumatic and electronic
technology.

NetWave Systems BV

Orolia (McMurdo
Limited)

3-4-2017

Orolia is the market leader in resilient positioning, navigation and timing
solutions with 400 employees and around EUR 100 mln in revenues. They
acquired Netwave (30 employees), which is the global leader in Voyage
Data Recorders for the matime sector.

Orlaco
(Exploitatiemaatschappij
De Berghaaf B.V.)

Stoneridge B.V.

1-2-2017

Orlaco is a producer of camera systems for commercial vehicles and
ships with a revenue of around € 50 mln. They were acquired by their
much larger industry peer Stoneridge that supplies electrical systems for
commercial vehicles (~ $ 700 mln in revenues)

Slootweg Machinefabriek
B.V.

Premier Tech Chronos
Limited

18-1-2017

Slootweg produced machinery for processing substrates, recycling and
processing wood. They were acquired by PTC to allow them to broaden
and strengthen their proposition which consists of packaging lines for bulk
goods.

Source: CapitalIQ, Bedrijfswebsites

General consolidation
The acquisition of Vanderlande by Toyota Industries and the
acquisition of the forage division of Lely by AGCO were not
driven by the need to obtain a stronger position in relation to a
specific OEM, but by consolidation in general.
Target

Buyer

Announced

Vanderlande
Industries Holding
B.V.

Toyota Industries
23-3-2017
Corporation (TSE:6201)

Vanderlande is the market leader in bagage handling systems for airports with a
30% market share and EUR 1.14 bln in revenues. The company was acquired by
Toyota Industries. Toyota Industries has EUR 12.35 bn in revenues diversified over
five business areas.

Lely Holding S.à r.l.,
Forage Division

AGCO Corporation
(NYSE:AGCO)

Lely sold its forage division to AGCO, which is especially interested in the
haystack presses of the Dutch company.

13-3-2017

Description
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Financial transactions
Besides the strategic deals, there were five financial deals.
Obviously, those deals also have a strategic angle relating
to the deal rationales mentioned above. For example, the

sale of Luxendo to Bruker played into the theme of general
consolidation in analytical instruments and the share in ASML
sold by Intel originated from intensified relations between Intel
and its supplier ASML.

Target

Buyer

Announced

Description

Luxendo

Bruker

8-5-2017

The German company Luxendo manufactures and sells advanced
microscopes specialised for living specimens including single plane
illumination microscopes. The company was sold by the Dutch Private
Equity Firm Life Science Partners to Bruker (Germany), a company that
produces analytiscal instruments for life materials.

Advanced Semiconductor
Manufacturing

Shanghai Pudong
19-4-2017
Science and Technology

NXP sold its 27.47% share in Advanced Semiconductor Manufacturing
Corporation from China to a Chinese Investor, Shanghai Pudong Science

Kranendonk
Beheersmaatschappij B.V.

Eurasian Consulting
GmbH & Co;
Guangzhou Finance
Holdings; Engley
Precision Industry

20-2-2017

Kranendonk is a leading robot welding, cutting and assembly solution
provider. A consortium of (financial) investors from China acquired a
majority share in Kranendonk. This financial investment allows Kranendonk
to further grow its business, especially in China and Taiwan.

ASML Holding N.V.

Public Market

8-2-2017

Intel sold a large part of its stake in ASML, reducing their shareholding
from 14.5% to 8.5%. Intel acquired the shares in 2012 to help ASML fund the
R&D cost for the next generation lithography machines that use extreme
ultraviolet light.

MGG Group B.V.

Parcom Capital

1-2-2017

MGG is a leading supplier of aluminium sand casted products. The
investment by the private equity firm Parcom Capital allows them to invest
in expending their activities to meet OEM customers demand for a a wider
range of capabilities.

Source: CapitalIQ, Company Websites

Dutch Tech companies get
international attention
The nature of the technology sector is international and
this is reflected in the M&A deals. Dutch companies attract
international interest. Only three of the 17 deals this year were
a purely Dutch affair with a Dutch buyer and a Dutch seller. In
2016 the lion share of deals in the Dutch high-tech sector was
international as well.
There is one striking difference between 2016 and 2017:
in 2016, Dutch companies were mostly buying foreign
companies, while in 2017 they are mostly being bought. The
only clear example of a Dutch acquisition abroad in 2017 has
been the purchase of Autonomos by TomTom. The most active
foreign buyer in the Netherlands is Qualcomm. They acquired
the start-up Scyfer and have an outstanding offer for the
semiconductor company NXP.

Nationale Deals (
verkoper)
Geographic division of 2017 M&A deals YTD

•
•
•
•

Buitenlandse Kop

Dutch Deals
(buyer and seller)
Foreign buyer

Nederlandse Kop

Dutch buyer
Dutch Seller*

Nederlandse Ver
Nationale Deals (
(buitenlandse
verkoper)

Geographic division of 2016 M&A deals

•
•
•

Buitenlandse Kop
Foreign buyer
Dutch buyer

Nederlandse Kop

Dutch Seller*
*Dutch Seller means that only
the seller is Dutch and both the
target and buyer were foreign.

Nederlandse Ver
(buitenlandse

Source: CapitalIQ, Grant Thornton Analyse
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What is paid for Tech
companies in the
Netherlands?
Unfortunately, for few of the reported deals detailed financial
information or the transaction sum was disclosed. To get
a feeling for what is paid for these companies and what
technology companies can expect in terms of valuation, we
looked at listed technology companies. We identified 16 listed
technology companies in the Netherlands. These companies
give a perspective on what may be paid for high-tech
companies and shed light on the characteristics of the Dutch
tech sector.

11.5X
€57Mld
EBITDA

Enterprise Value ASML
Company name

Total
Enterprise
Value Latest
(€ mln)

ASML Holding N.V.

57.366

7.767

1.892

35%

25%

6.15 x

20.39 x

23.96 x

NXP Semiconductors N.V.

35.661

7.854

1.656

29%

-6%

4.64 x

12.81 x

15.17 x

Koninklijke Philips N.V.

32.130

24.886

1.478

13%

-26%

1.72 x

10.83 x

14.71 x

Philips Lighting N.V.

5.239

7.068

257

9%

0%

0.73 x

6.4 x

7.76 x

Aalberts Industries N.V.

4.972

2.615

193

16%

8%

1.83 x

11.53 x

16.33 x

Gemalto N.V.

4.699

3.024

(345)

15%

-4%

1.52 x

9.36 x

14.25 x

ASM International NV

2.326

663

263

22%

18%

3.16 x

13.32 x

18.87 x

TKH Group N.V.

2.356

1.412

94

12%

10%

1.54 x

11.94 x

16.59 x

BE Semiconductor
Industries N.V.

1.949

468

110

30%

36%

3.77 x

11.61 x

12.92 x

TomTom N.V.

1.994

971

(169)

13%

-6%

2.19 x

11.96 x

76.87 x

Kendrion N.V.

546

454

20

12%

4%

1.15 x

8.6 x

14.41 x

N.V. Nederlandsche
Apparatenfabriek Nedap

294

193

10

12%

6%

1.49 x

10.61 x

16.13 x

Neways Electronics
International N.V.

192

409

10

5%

7%

0.46 x

7.95 x

12.26 x

Batenburg Techniek N.V.

78

151

5

6%

14%

0.47 x

6.43 x

9.13 x

Hydratec Industries N.V.

92

162

6

8%

RoodMicrotec N.V.

22

11

(1)

1%

15%

1.86 x

24.86 x

2.160

817

57

12%

7%

1.72 x

11.53 x

Median

Total
Revenue
(LTM)
(€ mln)

Net Income
(LTM)
(€ mln)

EBITDA
Margin %
(LTM)

Est. Reve- EV/Revenue
nue Growth
(NTM)
- This year

EV/EBITDA
(NTM)

EV/EBIT
(NTM)

14.94 x

Source: CapitalIQ, 4 September 2017. NTM: Are based on forecasted figures for the Next Twelve Months. LTM: Are based on the Last reported Twelve Months.
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Mostly profitable companies with solid
growth expectations
The listed Dutch tech companies show a profitable sector; all
the listed technology companies were profitable over the last
reported 12 months except for TomTom (due to a goodwill
impairment relating to the 2008 TeleAtlas acquisition) and
RoodMicrotec.

What are tech companies valued at?
It is interesting to see how the market values certain companies
and what this implies for other companies. Because every
company is different we can only distill general guidelines,
or ranges, for the value of high-tech companies in the
Netherlands.
Based on the listed technology companies can expect prices
in the range of 1.7 times the revenue, 11.5 times EBITDA or
14.9 times EBIT (all based on the last expected figures for the
next twelve months). This is in line with what was paid for the
transactions reported in the previous chapter (in as far as the
data is publicly available).

Overall the growth expectations (based on Capital IQ
estimates) for the Dutch tech sector are good with the
semiconductor companies leading the pack. Growth
expectations are especially high for BE Semiconductor
Industries (36%), ASML (25%), ASMI (18%) and even
RoodMicrotec shows strong growth estimates (15%).

Of course, the actual value is different for every company
depending on the characteristics. For example, we see that
larger companies demand a higher value (see below), as do
-unsurprisingly- companies with better growth perspectives or
higher profitability.

Higher Revenue Multiple for Larger Companies
7,0
ASML

6,0
5,0

NXP

4,0

BESI
ASM

3,0
2,0

TomTom

RoodMicrotec

1,0

Nedap

Batenburg

Kendrion
Neways

TKH

Aalberts
Gemalto

Philips

Philips Lighting

1
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International M&A
transactions
As the technology sector is an international sector, transaction
multiples based on international transactions can give an
alternative indication of the value of high-tech companies
in the Netherlands. These valuations are lower than the
average multiple for listed companies in the Netherlands.
This strengthens our feeling that Dutch high-tech companies
demand relatively high prices.
Median transaction multiples tech companies

20,0

Multiple

15,0

••

The transactions show lower median multiples than the listed
Dutch tech companies. In general, the transaction multiples
should be higher (and not lower) due to a strategic premium
that buyers are willing to pay in a transaction. We interpret
the higher multiple for listed tech companies as a sign of the
strength of the Dutch High Tech Sector.

NTM
LTM

10,0
5,0
0
EV/Revenue

EV/EBITDA

EV/EBIT

Source: CapitalIQ (13 september 2017) based on 1783 technology transactions in 2017 ytd.
Around 5% of those transactions provided multiples based on “Next Twelve Months” figures;
around 20% for “Last Twelve Months” figures.

What these median multiples do not show, is the large
difference in the transaction multiple between the transactions.
On the one extreme, we see transactions like Tera Probe which
was priced at a mere 2.4 times the estimated next twelve
months EBITDA. Power Tech, the world’s leading provider of
semiconductor backend testing acquired the majority of the
shares of Tera Probe to expand its foothold in Japan. Despite
the declining semiconductor market in Japan (which probably
explains the low valuation), Japan still has a leading edge in
vehicle electronics and IoT which is attractive to Power Tech.
On the other extreme, we see transactions like S&T AG which
paid 63 times the NTM EBITDA for Kontron AG. Kontron AG is
a TIER 1 supplier to OEMs in the field of embedded computer
modules, boards and systems. Despite a high EBITDA multiple,
the revenue multiple is more modest at 1.9 as the results for
Kontron are currently under pressure.

1.2X
Revenue

9.8X
EBITDA

14.1X
EBIT
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Challenges to M&A transaction
in the high-tech sector an how
Grant Thornton can help
M&A deals in the technology sector are for a large part just
like transaction in any other sector. While every deal is unique
it is always important to find the right candidates, create
competitive tension among the buyers (when representing the
seller) and run a tight process. Having said that, there are some
issues that are especially important in tech transactions.
In our technology transactions, we want to understand the
company and the technology well, so we can find and engage
the right buyers. It is always important to understand a
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company well, but understanding what is driving a technology
company making specialized equipment for the semiconductor
industry is not the same as understanding, for example, a
typical food & beverage company. The variation between
companies is significantly larger and the difference between
a perfect fit and a complete misfit can be very subtle. Some
examples of challenges we come across in M&A transactions in
the technology sector.

Finding the right buyer in a highly
specialized and international playing
field
Finding the right buyers or targets is crucial in any M&A
process. In the high-tech sector, this is especially challenging
as companies can be highly diversified, the technology of the
seller needs to match with the ambitions of the buyer and the
playing field is international. This means it is generally not
straightforward who the potential buyers or targets are.
When finding buyers, we rely heavily on our international
network consisting of 47.000 colleagues. We regularly share
and discuss opportunities with our colleagues worldwide.
They know what is happening locally and what the strategic
goals of specific companies are. They come up with ideas and
candidates we would not have been able to identify if we had
to rely only on the internet or databases.

Translating technology into finance
The technological sector is highly cyclical, orders are generally
large and the number of customers is limited. This makes it
more difficult to create a clear business forecast and can make
investors more cautious.
One of our clients makes highly sophisticated logistics
equipment. At some point they needed financing to be able to
expand the company further. Difficulty was that the revenues
were highly volatile and hard to predict. We helped them to
provide well funded business forecasts that provided insights in
their company and pipeline in a way that helped convince their
bank to provide them with the required financing.

R&D and Intellectual Property
Technology companies are very knowledge extensive. This can
create extra challenges for M&A transactions. Some examples:
How to make good agreements about R&D expenses? As
most R&D expenses take a long time to materialize there is an
incentive for the seller to reduce R&D investments, which would
hurt the company. The challenge is to identify issues like this
well in advance to come up with good agreements that make
sure the seller can continue its R&D program without paying a
financial penalty for doing so.
A final issue that frequently pops-up is about IP and patents.
We see some buyers who put too much emphasis on
patents. In some cases, it is better not to patent certain IP. By
understanding our clients technology well we can explain to a
potential buyer why a certain IP strategy was chosen and why
some IP is very valuable but not patented.

Contact

Evert Everaarts
T +31 (0)88 676 97 22
E evert.everaarts@nl.gt.com

Wouter Wolzak
T +31 (0)88 676 98 09
E wouter.wolzak@nl.gt.com

In another transaction, the latest earnings were less than
expected. Based on our analysis of the seasonal pattern of the
business we gave the buyer the comfort that he needed to still
go ahead with the transaction despite disappointing (interim)
figures.
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Conclusion

Holland High Tech is one of the top-sectors of the Dutch
economy and an exciting sector for M&A activities.
Developments like Artificial Intelligence, IoT, Big Data and
additive manufacturing create incentives for companies to
make acquisitions. The most important reasons for those
acquisitions are to acquire a core technology, supply chain
consolidation (Tier 1 suppliers that need more scale to meet the
requirements of OEMs) and general consolidation to deal with
the increased costs of R&D and equipment.
Analysis of the M&A transactions in the Holland High Tech
sector underlines the image of a vibrant sector. Buyers come
from all over the world to acquire Dutch companies, mostly
for their strong technological position. Secondly, leading
companies like ASML and Philips force their suppliers to
consolidate to keep up with the high pace of technological
development. Lastly, the valuation of Dutch technology
companies gives an indication that Dutch tech companies are
competitive and highly valued.

Scarabee Aviation Group

Data from companies that were recently sold and listed
technology companies provides some indication of what is paid
for technology companies. However, the differences between
technology companies are enormous. Differences in aspects
like size, sub-sector and growth perspectives can have a very
large impact on what will be paid for a company and makes
valuating a tech company something that requires specific
attention.
Apart from determining (and negotiating) the proper price for a
technology company it is also important to find the right target
or buyer in an international sea of technology companies and
to deal with the specific dynamics of technology transactions.
We expect 2017 to close on a strong note in terms of M&A
transactions in the tech sector. If you want to know how Grant
Thornton help you find the best acquisition partner or negotiate
the best deal for you, please do not hesitate to contact us.

Bureau de Wit

NetWave Systems B.V.

Sold to

Sold to

Food laboratory

Manufactuer of VDR systems to marine industry

Grant Thornton acted as

Grant Thornton acted as

Grant Thornton acted as

advisor to Scarabee

advisor to Bureau de Wit

advisor for NetWave

Buveco

Photon Energy

MKB participatiemaatschappij

Funding and Buy-out majority shareholder

Airport Solutions

Sale of shares

Acquisition of Piekenrood Groep BV
Impairment Test

Manufacturer of gasdetection equipment

Solar power solutions

Specialist in water treatment

Grant Thornton acted as

Grant Tornton acted as

Grant Thornton provided

advisor to Buveco

a valuation expert

due diligence services
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Our international
network
Grant Thornton in the Netherlands is a memberfirm of
Grant Thornton International Ltd (GTIL), one of the world’s
largest networks of independent accounting and consulting
firms with more than 47,000 professionals in over 130 countries.
Because of our international network we are able to offer
optimal solutions for international transactions.

UK
27 oﬃces
c. 4,000 staﬀ
200 partners
USA
51 oﬃces
c. 5,500 staﬀ
547 partners
Canada
137 oﬃces
c. 4,000 staﬀ
417 partners
Mexico
9 oﬃces
c. 600 staﬀ
35 partners

Mainland Europe
Netherlands
9 oﬃces
c. 600 staﬀ
51 partners

France
24 oﬃces
c. 1,200 staﬀ
100 partners

Spain
10 oﬃces
c. 500 staﬀ
30 partners

Italy
4 oﬃces
c. 250 staﬀ
6 partners

Germany
11 oﬃces
c. 800 staﬀ
75 partners

Sweden
26 oﬃces
c. 900 staﬀ
128 partners

Czech Republic
1 oﬃce
c. 55 staﬀ
5 partners

Poland
7 oﬃces
c. 247 staﬀ
18 partners

Ireland
3 oﬃces
c. 368 staﬀ
28 partners

South Africa
7 oﬃces
c. 1,000 staﬀ
76 partners

Asia
Saudi Arabia & UAE
4 oﬃces
c. 140 staﬀ
9 partners

Australia
5 oﬃces
c. 1,000 staﬀ
111 partners
China & HK
10 oﬃces
c. 2,000
partner and staﬀ
India
8 oﬃces
c. 1,000 staﬀ
36 partners
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